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The Problem
Over the last few decades, the exploitation of our planet and degradation
of our environment have gone up at an alarming rate. Climate change has
resulted in many forms of destruction, including more frequent natural
disasters such as flash floods, tsunamis and cyclones.
To combat these effects, the public is demanding that governments around
the world take action to address climate change. However -

› Many governments lack the resources to build &
implement lasting green infrastructure

› There is a lack of comprehensive solutions that
stretch beyond the developed world

› There is a lack of awareness about hydrogen’s
potential in green solutions

Our Company
iHAT is a renewable energy & infrastructure company focused on
delivering green hydrogen power and storage to a variety of
sectors, including transportation, agriculture and more. We design,
develop and deliver disruptive green technologies that are safer
and more operationally, cost & environmentally effective, utilizing
all the latest renewable energy technologies to provide solutions
that address infrastructure and environmental issues around the
world.
iHAT is at the forefront of designing, testing and deploying
innovative solutions geared toward boosting the world’s energy
transition process including:

› Big Data and digital technologies to increase wind farm, solar
panel and green hydrogen delivery efficiency, as well as to
support green systems operations and maintenance
› Green Hydrogen energy storage for providing on-demand clean
energy with no waste.

iHAT’s renewable energy
programming is:
› producing energy from
green sources to tip the
overall energy scales in
favor of renewable
energy.

› helping people
worldwide to have
constant safe access to
electricity.

› introducing green
industry.

› creating green jobs to
strengthen the economy.

Our Concept
iHAT Technologies utilizes the cleanest form of electrical
energy storage: green hydrogen. iHAT focuses on integrating
hydrogen tech’s amazing potential with long-term
implementation strategies.
The opportunity for green hydrogen to be applied across a
wide range of sectors means there is a correspondingly large
number of companies that could benefit from a burgeoning
hydrogen fuel economy.
Targeting goals to create zero emission solutions for both cities
and countries enables iHAT to continue partnering in the
designing, developing and implementing of a Green Hydrogen
infrastructure including: storage; piping; power plants; military;
transportation; filling stations; backup generators; etc., to
facilitate a strong step forward to making zero emissions the
new standard
Smart Cities.

The Opportunity
“The time is right to tap into hydrogen’s potential to play a key role in a clean,
secure and affordable energy future.”
- International Energy Agency (IEA)

Benefits of Hydrogen Technology
› Hydrogen burns faster than diesel with a more complete burn
› Hydrogen allows engines to run cleaner, with more power and lower emissions
› Low emissions and higher thermal efficiency, resulting in lower specific energy consumption and better fuel
economy

› Inhibits the formation of oxides and nitrogen
› Creates less soot, which extends the life of oil and engine and lowers maintenance costs on fossil fueled
combustion engines

› Hydrogen as a single source for fuel emits zero Green house gas (GHG)
› And much more

The Opportunity
Build Back Better Framework & Bipartisan Infrastructure Deal
The recently passed bills from the Biden Administration represent the largest effort to combat climate
change in American history. The former offers a framework to set the United States on course to meet its
climate goals, while the latter aims to tackle the climate crisis.
Tax incentives for hydrogen
In March 2021, the Biden Administration introduced the American Jobs Plan. Among its components were
numerous proposals to expand tax credits for clean energy and to make some credits eligible for direct
pay.
In May 2021, the Treasury Department released the "Green Book," which proposes a new six-year
production tax credit (PTC) for the production of low-carbon hydrogen for energy, industrial, chemical, or
transportation purposes. Under the latest bill, producers need to generate no more than 0.45 kilograms of
CO2-equivalent greenhouse gas emissions for each kilogram of hydrogen produced in order to claim the
full $3/kg credit.
Few blue hydrogen operations would be able to economically drive down their carbon intensity to below
0.45 kg of CO2-equivalent emissions. Consequently, only green hydrogen facilities will likely be able to
claim the full credit.

Our Goals
Mission
Drive the shift to a
decarbonized
society,
enabling
stakeholders
to
access renewable
energy
for
sustainable living.
Vision
We must implement new clean technologies that will
shift the world’s dependency on fossil-based fuels to a
clean electrical or hydrogen-driven economy. Hydrogen
on demand technology is an immediate, cost-effective
transitional solution for the world’s current fossil fuel
pollution.

Enable a new era of
sustainable energy
and bring it to all,
one municipality at
a time!

Global Opportunity
iHAT Municipalities Program
It is vital that we make green solutions more accessible for all countries.
iHAT Technologies is dedicated to helping the governments of the world “Create A
Cleaner Tomorrow Today” through our own Municipalities Program, which creates
green solutions to meet municipalities’ requirements, couples with economic benefits
to create secondary incomes.
Our unique approach consists of a variety of blueprint solutions, built from the ground
up and tailored for the municipalities’ individual needs from funding to design and
implementation.
The program includes Green Bond and Climate Bond divisions intended to extend the
ability of municipalities to maintain resources and build as industry grows.

Global Opportunity
Green Energy Infrastructure
Developing renewable energies is the very core of iHAT’s role in the global energy transition.
iHAT’s design, development & deployment of multiple processes for green energy
electrification and consumption for both industrial procedures and electricity grids are part of
the global movement to improve energy efficiency and eliminate toxic fossil fuel effluents,
which taken together will complete the global energy transition.
iHAT is taking a leadership position in the development of renewable energy generation
in a number of developing countries, including Mozambique, India, Ghana with other
interests toward actioning solutions for Zambia and Guyana.
Green hydrogen technologies such as those licensed and deployed by iHAT are quickly
becoming the star performers of the global movement toward green energy. However, iHAT is
not only focused on green hydrogen power generation and storage for on-demand power
solutions, we are also incorporating refinery solutions to bring E-Fuels to market to help
contribute to the green energy transition.

Global Opportunity
Transitional Solutions
E-Fuel Refineries Allow production of green fuels to help transition from traditional
fossil fuels. Capabilities include E-Ammonia, E-Gasoline, Jet Fuel and many others
iHAT’s licensed i-Phi™ solutions Help improve fossil fueled combustion engines
used in Ground Transportation, Back-up Generation , Rail, Marine and Light Aviation
by increasing fuel efficiency and reducing GHG emissions

› The only ISO 14046-2 compliant hydrogen on demand technology to create carbon
credits from the day of installation

› The only hydrogen on demand technology that creates a positive income from the
day of installation. A direct result of fuel savings and carbon credits generated

Global Opportunity
Carbon Credits Validation & Trading
With its Cap N Trade Solutions to federal and municipal governments, iHAT
Technologies utilizes an exchange value for emissions. As the cap decreases each
year, it cuts industry’s total greenhouse gas emissions to the limit set by regulation, and
then forces polluters that exceed their emissions quota to buy unused quota from other
companies.
The government creates and distributes pollution quotas most fairly, through an auction.
iHAT is working to develop both an app to validate carbon credits for all renewable
energy applications, as well as a platform for the trading of carbon credits – creating
another income to further strengthen the country’s economy.
These Global Opportunities contribute to a healthy environment while generating
income for the local communities through the sale of carbon credits.

Market Analysis

Global hydrogen demand by sector in the Net
Zero Scenario, 2020-2030

“The number of countries with polices that
directly support investment in hydrogen
technologies is increasing, along with the
number of sectors they target. There are around
50 targets, mandates and policy incentives in
place today that direct support hydrogen, with
the majority focused on transport.
Over the past few years, global spending on
hydrogen energy research, development and
demonstration by national governments has
risen.” – IEA
According to PwC, hydrogen demand by 2050
could vary from 150 to 500 million metric
tonnes per year, depending on global climate
ambitions and the development of sector-specific
activities, energy-efficiency measures, direct
electrification and the use of carbon-capture
technologies.
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Industry Trends

8.9%
CAGR

“In 2021, the renewable energy industry remained
remarkably resilient. Rapid technology
improvements and decreasing costs of renewable
energy resources, along with the increased
competitiveness of battery storage, have made
renewables one of the most competitive energy
sources in many areas.

from 2016 to
2020

$692.8B
Global Renewable Energy
Market in 2020

Many cities, states, and utilities set ambitious clean
energy goals, increasing renewable portfolio
standards and enacting energy storage procurement
mandates.
Renewable energy growth is poised to accelerate in
2022, as concern for climate change and support for
environmental, sustainability, and governance (ESG)
considerations grow and demand for cleaner energy
sources from most market segments accelerates.”
– Deloitte

6.5%
CAGR
from 2016 to
2020

6,674,946.2
GWh
Market Production
Volume in 2020
Source of Data:
Research and Markets

Competitive Advantages
iHAT Technologies is like no other company in the renewable energy &
infrastructure space. Some of the advantages that set us apart include:
› Our one-of-a-kind municipalities program, designed by iHAT.
› 100% clean refueling infrastructure.
› Our introduction of the Cap N Trade policy to municipalities and states.
› Designing and building 100% Green Hydrogen power plants and Green E-fuels
refineries as owner-operators showing the world how you can safely and
economically transition away from any Fossil Fuel use.

› A unique design for clean refueling stations servicing EV and HFCV alike where the
H2 is made and stored onsite. Offering E-Gasoline aids with the existing fuel demand.

› This unique design utilizes GKN’s safe green hydrogen metal hydride storage, with
no combustion risks.

Leadership
David Singh Rai
Company President & CEO

Jeff Jean
Company Vice President

Mr. David Singh Rai graduated from Wolverhampton University UK with
a joint degree in Psychology and Business with honors. He has been an
entrepreneur since then, having opened business in food trade and the
entertainment industry. After seeing a unique chance to address climate
change, David pivoted into the hydrogen technologies sector. The result:
the Canadian Company, iHAT Technologies Inc., a pioneer in the green
hydrogen Industry. He established the company creating green solutions
intended to address the climate problems the government’s of the world
face today.

Jeff has a corporate work history with fifteen years in business
development, sales and project management.

David was invited to present a paper on hydrogen at the Indian Navy
50th Jubilee anniversary event in Mumbai. He has also signed a MOU
with the Mayor of Quelimane, Mozambique at COP25 in New York.
David has since travelled to the UN, UNFCCC, and various climate
change coalition events as a delegate, learning first-hand the problems
faced by the municipalities. He is passionate about creating blueprint
solutions from the ground up to help the people and strengthen the
municipalities economics.

As an entrepreneur and investor, Jeff reaches into several industries
including manufacturing, processing, consulting and more.
Jeff joined iHAT in 2019 and is soon to be appointed a director of the
board. As Vice President, he currently focuses on business
development and strategic growth.

Management Team
MCJ Robinson
iHAT US Manager

Inocêncio Armando Escova
iHAT Africa Manager

MCJ Robinson, iHAT US’s manager, has four decades of business and
technical leadership across the fields of infrastructure and community
development, strategy, process and risk management consulting,
insurance brokerage and investment banking, as well as public health
consulting. He has served as senior environmental, disaster and
business development advisor to Louis Berger, one of the world’s top
engineering firms, as well as Louisiana Community Development
Corporation’s Hurricane Katrina, Rita and Ike Housing Recovery
Director, Chairman of the Louisiana NAACP’s Economic Development
Programming, Director of Arthur J. Gallagher, the world's fourth largest
insurance brokerage and risk consulting firm and as Vice Chairman of
Swiftships, the world’s leading below frigate class ship builder.

Inocêncio has had a long and accomplished career in public works,
infrastructure and water resources management. He served as head
of the Infrastructure Department at the public institution for the
Operational and Integrated Management of Water Resources in the
North-Central region of Mozambique, as well as head of the
Technical Department. He was appointed by the Minister of Public
Works and Housing to act as Director General of the ARA
Centro-Norte and is currently advisor to the Provincial Director of
Public Works of Nampula, as part of the development of the National
Water Resources Plan in Mozambique. Inocêncio is also the
Executive Director of Rock Drillers Company Mozambique, a
construction company that was contracted by Millennium Challenge
Account for the construction of boreholes in Mozambique.

Among his duties for Swift Ships, he led the company's Middle East
military ship building initiative; which resulted in the firm gaining
customers in Iraq, Kuwait, Dubai, Saudi and Bahrain.

He currently works for iHAT AFRICA LDA in the integrated project for
Poultry Production and Renewable Energy in Mozambique.

Financial Analysis

Financial Analysis

Current Status
The Company has designed generation/electrification projects to service Portugal, Mozambique,
Canada, Great Britain as well as private developers. iHAT has in place three MOUs for renewable
energy projects with Mozambique and has identified potential green hydrogen power plant and
refineries for Canada, Hawaii and Portugal.
iHAT Technologies’ current renewable energy project in Mozambique will involve setting up a
scalable, self-sustaining poultry industry to create food security and ensure ongoing access to
safe and sustainable poultry meat. iHAT’s Wind, Solar and Hydro electric generation will enable the
project to be self-sufficient, and also provide Quelimane and the Federal Government access to
needed electricity

Accomplishments
› Since our founding in Toronto in 2018, iHAT has expanded globally with the formation of iHAT India,
iHAT Africa & iHAT USA.
› iHAT has completed negotiations with the government of Ghana and the public transit authority
Metro Mass Transit. The iHAT transportation program for Ghana is a three-stage project
transitioning from fossil fuels to electric and Hydrogen vehicles and Infrastructure.
› At beginning of 2020, iHAT and Indian Navy commenced NCNC Trials to demonstrate and validate
the hydrogen on demand technology for Indian Navy Marine Sector. The Company now has a $10
to $100 million pending contract with the Indian Navy.
› The Company successfully negotiated trials with IIT Bombay and Cummins India/USA to
demonstrate & validate the same technology for the Indian automobile industry.

Looking Ahead
iHAT Technologies Inc. is seeking investor funds of $25 million in exchange for 10%
ownership of the Company. These funds will allow the Company to continue our R&D
activities. These projects include: the designing and development of a digital carbon credit
trading platform and app that validates carbon credits; an interface for real-time engine
diagnostics; proprietary HFC and ceramic ICE development.
IHAT will also leverage these funds to help expedite the aforementioned projects in
Canada, the USA, Africa and Europe prior to project funding. The Company looks forward
to strengthening lasting partnerships with the world’s leading energy companies in our
journey to build green, efficient hydrogen plants, e-fuel refineries, and 100% clean refueling
infrastructure.

Closing
iHAT Technologies Inc. is an innovation leader in green solutions. We are accelerating global
systems’ transition to green energy and helping to drive sustainable growth for businesses and
economies in equitable ways.
Our aim is to:
› Pave the way for a cleaner, brighter future for generations to come
› Pioneer a new sustainable, green energy economy
› Prove that a zero emissions municipality and country is possible so that neighboring cities,
provinces, countries and the world will be encouraged to follow in those footsteps
› Through well planned infrastructure, tackle sector by sector with opening concentration on
power systems, transport and fuel cell generators to be completely green by 2030
› Build up a new economy by developing local citizens and training them to become leaders
& experts in this emerging market
We look forward to ushering in the future, introducing the latest technologies and the best
solutions for the problems of today!

